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In a unifying way, the doorway mehanism explains spetral properties in a rih variety of open
mesosopi quantum systems, ranging from atoms to nulei. A distint state and a bakground
of other states ouple to eah other whih sensitively aets the strength funtion. The reently
measured supersars in the barrier billiard provide an ideal model for an indepth investigation of
this mehanism. We introdue two new statistial observables, the full distribution of the maximum
oupling oeient to the doorway and direted spatial orrelators. Using Random Matrix Theory
and random plane waves, we obtain a onsistent understanding of the experimental data.
PACS numbers: 05.45.Mt, 03.65.Sq, 24.30.Cz, 21.10.P
Strength funtion phenomena [1℄ in open mesosopi
quantum systems are a entral objet of study in atomi
and moleular physis as well as in atomi lusters, quan-
tum dots, and in nulear physis . Often there is a some-
how distint and simple exitation whose amplitude
is spread over many ompliated states. The distint
state thus ats as a doorway to the (usually haoti)
bakground of the ompliated states [1, 2℄. Prime ex-
amples are Isobari Analog States and multipole Giant
Resonanes (GR) in nulear physis. The strength fun-
tion is typially of BreitWigner (BW) shape with a har-
ateristi spreading width [3, 4, 5, 6℄. For examples from
moleules and metal lusters, see [7, 8, 9℄.
Quantum billiards an be realized experimentally by
at mirowave resonators [10℄. To study the doorway
mehanism in detail, we use a mirowave billiard of ret-
angular shape with a thin barrier inside, see Fig. 1. The
eletri eld strength distribution orresponding to the
quantum wave funtion is reonstruted from the mea-
sured intensities. Certain wave funtions of this pseu-
dointegrable billiard possess unique strutures alled su-
persars [11, 12℄. These are sarring wave funtions re-
lated to families of neutrally stable lassial periodi or-
bits. Four examples of measured supersars are shown
in Fig. 1. Unlike ordinary sars [13℄, whih are loal-
ized around a single unstable periodi orbit, they do not
disappear at large quantum numbers. They are embed-
ded into, but learly distint from, a large number of
nonsarred wave funtions. We will demonstrate that
the supersars at as doorways to the bakground of the
nonsarred wave funtions. Our perfet ontrol over the
experimental observables allows us an indepth study of
the doorway mehanism whih an presently not be a-
omplished in traditional quantum systems.
First, we briey ompile the neessary information on
measured supersars in the barrier billiard. Seond, we
introdue the maximal oupling oeient as a new ob-
servable and use Random Matrix Theory (RMT) [14℄
to model its distribution. Third, we introdue direted
spatial orrelators as another new observable and model
them by extending Berry's random wave ansatz [15℄.
FIG. 1: Examples for measured supersars indued by the
barrier and onentrated along the indiated lassial periodi
orbits (dashed lines). They are members of four dierent
families. Top row: horizontal Bouning Ball BB and Inverted
V supersars; bottom row: Diamond D and W supersars.
The gray level indiates the value of the wave funtion (blak:
highest positive and white: most negative value; see [12℄).
As Fig. 1 shows, the supersars with a lear wave fun-
tion struture relate to partiular lassial periodi or-
bit. The supersars form a family whih lives within
an innitely long Periodi Orbit Channel (POC). Due
to diration on the tip of the barrier, the amplitude of
the sarred wave funtion tends to zero along the POC
boundary. Thus, the supersarred wave funtion an
be approximated by a onstruted supersar state, de-
ned as an eigenfuntion Ψ
(F)
m,n(~r) in the innitely long
POC [11, 12℄. Here F∈{BB,V,D,W} stands for the su-
persar families, as dened in Fig. 1, and (m,n) are the
numbers of wave maxima along and perpendiular to the
POC. A measured state Ψf˜ (~r) at (resaled) frequeny f˜
in the barrier billiard has an overlap,
cm,n = 〈Ψ
(F)
m,n|Ψf˜〉 , (1)
with the onstruted supersars [11, 12℄. As an exam-
ple, the distribution of the overlaps with a onstruted V
supersar state with quantum numbers (m,n) = (45, 1)
is depited in Fig. 2. The supersar strength spreads
into a neighboring nonsarring bakground states follow-
2ing a BW shape with the main strength onentrated in
a few states. This niely onrms our doorway interpre-
tation. For omparison, a nulear GR doorway is also
plotted in Fig. 2. Here, the number of bakground states
 reeted in the utuations around its BW shape 
is muh larger than in the barrier billiard. Aording to
the Brink-Axel hypothesis [16, 17℄ a GR exitation builds
upon every nulear state. Similarly, a supersar doorway
state exists for eah value of F, m and n.
We now set up a random matrix model in the spirit
of models in nulear physis [1, 14℄. The total Hamilto-
nian reads Hˆ = Hˆs + Hˆb + Vˆ . Here, Hˆs and Hˆb desribe
doorway states and bakground states, respetively, and
Vˆ ouples the two lasses of states. The eigenequations
for the unoupled Hamiltonians are Hˆs|s〉 = es|s〉 and
Hˆb|b〉 = eb|b〉. For the matrix elements of the intera-
tion, we make the assumptions 〈s|Vˆ |s′〉 = 〈b|Vˆ |b′〉 = 0
and 〈b|Vˆ |s〉 = vbs for any s, s
′
, b, b′. We interpret the
onstruted supersars, Ψ
(F)
m,n(~r) for a given family F but
with dierent (m,n) as the doorway states s. Due to the
interation Vˆ the doorway state is not an eigenstate of
the Hamiltonian Hˆ . We assume that the interation ma-
trix elements, vbs = vsb, are Gaussian distributed random
variables with zero mean and variane v2. Importantly,
the parameter governing the physis is v/d, where d is the
mean level spaing of the bakground states [1, 14℄. Sine
only a few states arry supersar strength with given val-
ues of (m,n), and supersar states with dierent (m,n)
are assumed to not mix, it is suient to onsider only
one supersar state, s, oupled to N bakground states,
b, where N is large. To resemble the experiment, we in-
lude N=294 bakground states. As the barrier billiard
is pseudointegrable, the spaings between the eigenstates
are semiPoisson distributed [18℄. We thus generate suh
an ensemble of N+1 states. The doorway state is hosen
as the middle state and interats with the surrounding N
states. For eah realization, energies and wave funtions
are numerially obtained, and the mixture of the super-
sar with the surrounding states is alulated. We then
extrat v/d for eah supersar family. The full problem
Hˆ |n〉 = En|n〉 is solved by the exat impliit equation
En = es −
N∑
b=1
v2bs
eb − En
, (2)
and the wave funtions are given by
|n〉 = cs
(
|s〉 −
N∑
b=1
vbs
eb − En
|b〉
)
. (3)
The supersar oupling of eah eigenstate is therefore
cs(n) =
(
1 +
N∑
b=1
v2bs
(eb − En)2
)−1/2
. (4)
The supersar strength c2s over the dierent eigenstates
|n〉 is BW distributed [1℄ with spreading width Γ↓ =
2πv2/d, i.e. Γ↓/d = 2π(v/d)2.
FIG. 2: Doorway strength funtions. Left: overlap between
onstruted supersar state of the V family with m = 45, n =
1 and the measured wave funtions versus resaled frequeny.
The solid urve is a BW funtion. The inset shows the overlap
on a logarithmi sale over a large frequeny interval. Right:
spetrum of the (p, p′) reation at 200 MeV on 120Sn in the
region of the Isosalar Giant Quadrupole Resonane (ISGQR)
as an example for a nulear doorway state [6℄. The solid urve
is a BW funtion tted to the data.
As the supersar strength is distributed over a small
number of states only (see Fig. 2), v/d is smaller than
or of the order of unity. The t with a BW distribu-
tion shows a rather large variation of the tted shape as
well as the width of the distribution over the ensemble of
observed supersars in a supersar family F. Hene, the
width Γ↓ is not a wellsuited measure to determine v/d.
We thus onsider the state with the largest oupling
c2max = max (c
2
m,n) (5)
for a given supersar whih is diretly obtained from ex-
periment. Sine a rather small number of states arry
strength from the doorway state (i.e. the onstruted
supersar), the peak of the tted BW shaped strength
funtion usually deviates from the measured largest su-
persar strength: The disretely measured state does not
appear exatly at the peak. We may, however, diretly
ompare the maximal measured value to the orrespond-
ing alulated value, max (c2s(n)), where cs is obtained
from Eq. (4). Not only the average value of c2max an be
studied but also its higher moments. We study the full
distribution of these maximal ouplings for a supersar
family F, whih, as far as we know, has never been on-
sidered before. In Ref. [19℄ the rst two moments of the
c2max distribution were studied, but with assumptions not
valid in our ontext. The shape of the c2max distribution
strongly depends on the interation strength, v/d, and
it is a partiularly sensitive measure for small values of
v/d, i.e. of the order one or smaller.
In Fig. 3 we show measured distributions of c2max with
the best t urves of the RMT model for eah supersar
family F. The t gives the following values for the intera-
tion strength: for the BB supersar v/d = 0.45, for the V
supersar v/d = 0.35, for the D supersar v/d = 0.3, and
for the W supersar v/d = 0.55. The oupling strengths
are small and thus our ansatz for a BW shape for the
doorway strength funtion (Fig. 2) is in aordane with
3FIG. 3: Left: c2max distributions of measured supersars (his-
togram), and the t of the RMTmodel preditions (solid line).
Right: normalized distributions of supersar strength spread
over all states on a logarithmi sale. Experimental distribu-
tions (dots) are ompared with the RMT model preditions.
earlier ndings [20℄. The V, D, W supersar families on-
tain 16, 25 and 22 measured members, respetively, while
the BB supersar family ontains only 9. The t in this
latter ase has thus higher unertainty. The averaged
measured and alulated c2max values are listed in Tab. I.
Another observable is the distribution of the super-
sar ouplings over all eigenstates. The strength of eah
onstruted supersar is measured (and alulated) over
all 294 states, where the major part of the strength is
onentrated in a few states only. Figure 3 shows mea-
sured distributions ompared to alulations for dierent
interation strengths obtained from the t to the c2max
distributions. One more, we learly see that the model
reprodues the experimental distributions for all super-
sar families well exept in the ase of the BB supersar
family beause of the small number of supersars.
We now turn to the spatial orrelations of the wave
〈c2max〉 Γ
↓
F
Exp RMT Corr Exp RMT
BB 0.58 ± 0.05 0.58 0.81 0.9± 0.1 1.3
V 0.63 ± 0.05 0.68 0.69 0.8± 0.1 0.8
D 0.74 ± 0.03 0.72 0.69 0.9± 0.1 0.6
W 0.54 ± 0.03 0.51 0.49 1.0± 0.1 1.9
TABLE I: Experimental results with standard errors of the
mean versus results from RMT model and direted orrelators
(Corr) for averaged c2max values and spreading width Γ
↓
.
funtions. Berry [15℄ introdued the orrelator
C(kr) =
〈ψk(~R− ~r/2)ψ
∗
k(
~R + ~r/2)〉
〈|ψk(~R)|2〉
(6)
of the wave funtions ψk(~r) where the average is per-
formed isotropially over all vetors
~R and, for xed mod-
uli of wave vetor
~k and r, over all diretions of the vetor
~r. In our ontext, all wave funtions are real and no om-
plex onjugation is needed in the denition (6). Berry
argued that the spatial orrelations of a wave funtion
in an ergodi system should be indistinguishable from
those of superimposed plane waves. In two dimensions
this yields the universal predition C(kr) = J0(kr), if
possible boundary eets are ignored. Here J0 is the
Bessel funtion of order zero. Indeed, this behavior was
onrmed in numerous systems [10, 14, 21, 22℄.
FIG. 4: The wave funtion orrelators. The J0(kr) predi-
tion is always given as dashed line. The top row shows the
orrelation funtion of the onstruted V supersar state as
solid lines: the isotropi C(kr) as well as the direted C⊥(kr)
and C||(kr). In the middle row, the same observables are de-
pited as solid lines for the averages over all experimental wave
funtions in the barrier billiard. In the bottom row, the or-
relators averaged over all observed V supersars are displayed
as solid lines and the orrelators resulting from Eq. (7) with
c2max = 0.69 are shown as lled irles.
The supersars, however, learly have nonergodi fea-
4tures. To analyze their orrelations we dene new, es-
peially tailored observables to whih we refer as di-
reted orrelators. Instead of averaging isotropially as
for C(kr), we now arry out the averages either only
aross or only along the hannel in whih the supersar
exists similar to [23℄. We thereby obtain the orrela-
tors C⊥(kr) and C||(kr), respetively. In the top row
of Fig. 4 the three orrelators of a onstruted V super-
sar Ψ
(V)
m,n(~r) are depited. While the isotropi orrelator
C(kr) follows the J0(kr) predition up to a ertain sale,
the direted orrelators strongly deviate from it. The re-
sults for C⊥(kr) and C||(kr) show that the onstruted
supersar lls the hannel and moves through it as a sine
wave, see also Fig. 1. This information about the form of
the waves, however, is washed out when averaging over all
wave funtions in the billiard. As the middle row of Fig. 4
shows, eah of the three orrelators worked out for all
measured wave funtions oinides with the J0(kr) pre-
dition for haoti systems. Hene, we may use Berry's
random wave approah even though our billiard system is
pseudointegrable. Importantly we only use the two-point
orrelations and only go up to kr = 8.
We now use these observations to extrat information
about the supersar ouplings from the measured orre-
lators. Correlators averaged over all experimentally ob-
served V supersars are displayed in the bottom row of
Fig. 4. They are similar to, but slightly dierent from
those for the onstruted V supersars in the top row.
The dierene is due to the leaking of the supersar out
of the hannel or, in the language of the doorway de-
sription, due to the oupling of the bakground states
to the supersar. We thus model the measured super-
sars Ψ
(F)
f˜
(~r) for family F as a linear ombination of a
onstruted supersar Ψ
(F)
m,n(~r), whih only ontributes
in the hannel, and a state χ˜k(~r) whih is ergodially
distributed everywhere in the billiard,
Ψ
(F)
f˜
(~r) = cmaxΨ
(F)
m,n(~r) +
√
1− c2maxχ˜k(~r) . (7)
This ansatz is fully onsistent with the RMT model set
up above and extends it by also modeling the spatial de-
pendene. The states desribing the bakground should,
rst, have J0(kr) orrelations and, seond, be orthogonal
to Ψ
(F)
m,n(~r). Thus, we hoose the sarless plane waves
χ˜k(~r) =
χk(~r)− 〈Ψ
(F)
m,n|χk〉Ψ
(F)
m,n(~r)√
1− 〈Ψ
(F)
m,n|χk〉2
, (8)
with standard plane waves χk(~r). The supersar on-
tribution in the plane waves is small (but not negligi-
ble); the distribution of the overlaps 〈Ψ
(F)
m,n|χk〉 has a
standard deviation of 0.13. We onvined ourselves that
the orrelator of the χ˜k(~r) follows the J0(kr) predition
very losely. We work out the three orrelators for the
model (7). They depend on cmax whih is, just as in the
RMT model above, the oupling to the supersar door-
way. By tting to the measured supersar families we
determine the ouplings cmax. The ts for the V super-
sar are shown in Fig. 4. The resulting 〈c2max〉 values in
Tab. I are lose to those obtained from the RMT model.
This is a nie mutual onrmation. For omparison, we
also give the resulting Γ↓ values in Tab. I. Obviously,
our new observables are more appropriate. This is born
out in the large standard deviation of the Γ↓ distribution
whih is, e.g. for the W supersar family, 0.8.
We onlude that our doorway interpretation yields
a thorough understanding of the experimental ndings.
Our two new observables give deeper insight into the sta-
tistial features of the doorway mehanism as suh, and
it is enouraging to see how well the two analyses agree.
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